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Surviving The First Semester

Introduction

There comes a time in which the majority of teens must endure.  A time in which makes us 
quiver and totally adjust our mind set, and even at times cause us to lose ourselves for a moment.  The 
event I'm referring to is the first semester of college.  

Problems/ Solutions

Off the back I can say it was a very difficult and totally new adaption for myself.  Coming from 
the complete opposite of a fast paced and rowdy city, I was extremely overwhelmed.  I had to learn to 
speak up more often and address any issues as they occurred, for a second chance was not promised.  
At the same time being completely on my own in the city, I had no one else to depend on for guidance 
or any sort of aid. There was a lot of liberation and I had to develop a code in which constructed a strict 
state of mind.  If not managed and developed correctly, you can really lose track of your priorities.    

Another obstacle faced, and definitely one of the most agitating is stress.  In the illustration 
department especially.  From weekly project deadlines, developing concepts and ideas, coinciding with 
studying for tests, and writing reports, it definitely gets overwhelming.  We all have different levels of 
toleration for stress.  At the same time we all have different solutions for it.  I myself had to learn to 
manage my time more wisely.  Set apart hours of the day specifically for an assignment or study 
session.  As you develop a correctly formulated time manager, you'll soon enough be able to find more 
time within the day that you never thought existed.  An organized schedule has many benefits and 
promises to lift a load off your shoulders.  Soon enough your grades along everything else will pick up 
and progress on their own.
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Lastly a surface that every single student wishes to accomplish is finding their place in the 
school.  Coming from a small and very isolated high school it was a very different scenario for myself. 
Each individual comes from a center of comfort that they established for a few years.  Going from that 
to a larger, crowded, and extremely diverse school such as this, it would only seem natural to feel 
misplaced.  The best one can do for this issue is by communicating with others around the school.  
Meet new people, join clubs, don't be afraid to approach and befriend professors.  At first it may seem a 
bit off, but everyone is an adult here and no one is out to hurt anyone, if anything they are there to learn 
from one another.  I myself had to overcome the fear of being approached randomly or even opening up 
to new people.  It's honestly the best thing anyone can do.  Before you know it, you'll feel right at 
home.  Unlike high school, there is no reason to feel the need to belong to any particular clique or 
group.  As we grow and mature into adults, facilities such as this are a more professional atmosphere 
and things like that tend to disappear. 



Last Words

While each individual is different and discover their own ways to deal with daily obstacles, 
there are a few things one must do in order to better prepare for this momentous event in their lives.  
First things first enter the building with a positive mind set.  Be confident in yourself and your work.  
While criticism from peers and professors may be a bit harsh at times, learn to incorporate it and use it 
to improve upon pieces.  Lastly, do yourself a favor and do your research.  Whether it be the campus 
and it's resources, background on professors, or even the description of the actual courses you're taking; 
doing so guarantees a more confident and clear view on the what could be the rest of your life.


